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Study the propagation of aeroacoustic waves

I reduction of noise pollution
I prototype certification

Numerical model: Coupled FEM/BEM linear system

Coupling of two discretization
methods:

I Finite Elements Method (FEM)
. 3D volume mesh v (jet flow)

I Boundary Elem. Method (BEM)
. 2D surface mesh s

(aircraft and surface of v )
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I global linear system

. coupling of unknowns from FEM and BEM

. target size of the system
I ≈ 109 of FEM-related unknowns (xv)
I ≈ 106 of BEM-related unknowns (xs)

I symmetric coefficient matrix with:
. sparse parts (v and s /v interaction)
. dense part (s )

Direct solution

1. eliminate xv from the second equation → Schur complement SR1 Avv Avs
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2. solve the reduced Schur complement system → xs
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3. determine xv using xs
xv = A−1

vv (bv − Avsxs)

Sparse/dense solver coupling

Without memory constraints:
I Two-stage scheme

1. sparse solver (MUMPS#): compute S = Ass − AsvA
−1
vv Avs

2. dense solver (SPIDO* or HMAT+): solve Sxs = bs − AsvA
−1
vv bv

I rely on well-optimized community solvers
I Schur complement API of the sparse solver can directly yield S

# an open-source sparse solver providing low-rank compression

* a scalapack-like dense solver from Airbus

+ a hierarchical H-matrix solver from Airbus using low-rank compression

Sparse/dense solver coupling

How to proceed with bigger systems?
I do not fit in memory → out-of-core*

. missing support in the Schur complement API
I adapt the Two-stage scheme → compute S block-wise

. two possible implementation schemes

* temporarily store unneeded data on disk, i. e. out of the core memory

Two-stage schemes

Multi-solve

Si = Ass i − Asv(LvvL
T
vv)−1AT

sv i

I 1 factorization of the green
matrix (symmetric)

I plenty of solves involving the
orange blocks (result block is
dense)

Multi-factorization

Sij = Ass ij − Asv i(LvvUvv)−1AT
sv j

I plenty of factorizations of the
purple matrix (non-symmetric)

I API gives the Schur blocks (no
’solve’ required)

Preliminary comparative results

Factorization times (computation of S and solution of the reduced Schur complement system)
for different solver couplings and implementation schemes on single computation node.

Future work

I criterion of choice between multi-solve and multi-factorization
I single-stage schemes, an alternative to the two-stage schemes
I implement other sparse solver alternatives, e. g. qr mumps
I further explore out-of-core computation and distributed parallelism
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